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Thank you for taking a look into the NeO soundstation.

After successful payment via PayPal, you can "return to merchant" and you will see
download link immediately.
Download link is also sent to buyer's e-mail address automatically.

PLEASE FOLLOW STEPS BELOW TO "INSTALL" NeO
soundstation
1) If you have errors while extracting on Mac, please use UnRarX and for Windows,
please use WinRAR. If you still have problems while extracting, maybe you should
re-download the file and try again.
2) After extracting, extracted folder Neo soundstation you should copy to where other
libraries are for sake of organization and easier navigation
3) Go to NI Kontakt
4) Don't try "add library" function (doesn't work with NeO soundstation due to legality
policies of the NI, such as many other libraries)
5) Instead above procedure, go to "Files" tab next to "Libraries" tab

6) Browse folders of your Mac and navigate to the location of the NeO soundstation
7) Browse category you want, and than select, drag and drop wanted instrument

8) Now you have NeO soundstation in your NI Kontakt
9) Please keep in mind that you might need to use key-switches and mod-wheel since
many of our instruments are using those features

Working with NeO soundstation in NI Kontakt Player
(alternative)...DEMO mode
We stated on many places of our website that full version of NI Kontakt is required
(v5.5.1. or above). If you still don't have full version of the NI Kontakt, you can use NeO
soundstation in the free NI Kontakt Player in the DEMO mode.
Demo mode is alternative if you play instrument part in your DAW and you convert it to
audio/freeze within 15 minutes. When 15 minutes expire, just reload previous instrument
in the NI Kontakt Player and you have period of the next 15 minutes to work with. And
again...
Almost any modern DAW supports and has built in freeze/convert to audio function.
With the freeze/unfreeze functions, free NI Kontakt Player is relatively good alternative.
If you have any troubles or questions about our product, please contact us at:

infoneosoundstation@gmail.com

Enjoy using NeO soundstation!
NeO team

